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Needle Gauge Barbs 
style / 
barbs 

Examples of Fibre to use 
(but definitely not limited 
to) 

Use 

Coarse 32 Triangle 
3x3x3 

Coarse wools, such as 
Suffolk, Romney, Leicester 
or Lincoln, and fibres of 
similar or coarser diameter, 
such as Mohair, human hair 
and Hemp and Linen. 
 

Good for beginning stages when working with coarse fibres. Felts a lot of fibres quickly. 
Also good to secure and define designs prior to wet felting. 
 
Leaves large holes in your wok. 

Coarse/Medium 36 Triangle 
3x3x3 

Corriedale, and firming 
stages for coarser fibres, 
such as Romney, Leicester, 
Lincoln and Mohair. 

Good for beginning stages when working with medium micron fibres. Felts a lot of fibre 
quickly. Good for needle felting onto heavy fabrics such as canvas. Will secure fibres in 
both 3D work and prior to wet felting. In 2D work this needle will take fibre right through the 
base fabric and leave a hairy look on the underside. 
A very good general purpose needle that works well for most fibres. The most used of all 
the types. 
Leaves holes in medium to fine fibres. 
 

Coarse/Medium 36 Spiral/ 
Twisted 
2x2x2 

Merino, Corriedale  
Romney, Leicester, 
Gotland and Mohair and 
coarse fibre 

A medium triangle profile with a twisted blade. Great for detail on coarse fibres The barbs 
on these needles twist around the end, this makes them felt quickly and gives a neat finish 
minimising the surface holes you can get with other needles. They are less good for doing 
bulk sculpting work. 
 

Medium 36 Star 
 

Merino, Corriedale  
Romney, Leicester, 
Gotland and Mohair and 
coarse fibre 
 

Good in the early stages of sculpting. Also can harden work that is light or moderately 
dense. This needle is also great to blend flat felt pieces together and early stages of 
sculpturing to get finer fibres started. 
 

Medium 38 Triangle 
3x3x3 

medium wools, such as 
Corriedale , Merino, 
Angora, to fine fibre 
 

Good for beginning small projects using medium or fine fibre. Also good for bulk work with 
medium fibres. This needle can be used for detail and firm work on coarse fibres. 

Medium 38 Star 
2x2x2x2 

Merino, Corriedale  
Romney, Leicester, 
Gotland and Mohair and 
fine wools 

This has 4 working edges. It can be faster to work with this needle. It is also finer than 
needles above so good for finer quality wools. Early and firming stages of felting for fine 
wools or for fast deep action with easy penetration on medium wool. Leaves small holes in 
medium fibre. 
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Fine 40 Triangle 
2x2x2 

Merino, camel, cashmere 
when other needles seem 
to not grip the fibre fibres of 
similar diameter. 

A fine triangle type often favoured for making 3D animals and small objects.  Great to use 
when other needles just slip by without catching hold of very fine fibres.  
A fantastic finishing needle for coarse wools. Good for attaching embellishment fibres and 
creating patterns prior to wet felting. Leaves small holes in fine fibre. 
 

Fine 40 Spiral/ 
Twisted 
2x2x2 

Merino, Corriedale  
Romney, Leicester, 
Gotland and Mohair  to fine 
fibre  Alpaca, Silk Shetland, 
Camel, Cashmere, 

A fine triangle needle with a twisted blade. It can be easier to insert and may make smaller 
holes in some fibres. The barbs on these needles twist around the end. This makes them 
felt quickly and gives a neat finish, minimising the surface holes you can get with other 
needles. They are less good for doing bulk sculpting work 
Great for attaching and securing wool in a loose way without making the wool look felted 
as in wool pictures. 
 

Extra Fine 42 Triangle 
2x2x2 

Merino, Corriedale  
Romney, Leicester, 
Gotland and Mohair to fine 
fibre 
 

Great for working with fine wool and other delicate fibres. This needle bends and breaks 
easily. Use slowly.as a finishing needle for the finest details. 
 

Ultra Fine 43< Triangle Fine delicate fibre A very fine needle for delicate work, most often used for the more detailed features on 
faces. 

Attaching 
Doll’s Hair 

36 Crown (sorry this is not my area of 
expertise) 

Barbs at the very crown of the needle. Mostly used for rooting dolls hair. 

Reverse Barb 32 Triangle Coarse and medium fibres The barbs point backwards which has the effect of raising the surface as it felts on the 
upstroke. Good for a textured surface on 3D animals made from the coarser wools. 

Reverse Barb 40 Triangle 
2x2x2 

medium to coarse fibre The barbs on these needle go the other way, pulling the fibres out rather than pushing 
them in. This is useful to create a fluffy finish on a well felted piece. The barbs point 
backwards which has the effect of raising the surface as it felts on the upstroke 
Not recommended for silky fibres as it could break and ruin the fibre. Good for a textured 
surface on 3D animals. Being a fine needle it is good for small delicate items made from 
fine wools. 


